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While assessing a discipline-specific guideline, please keep in mind their intended use by the P&T
Committee as defined in the Faculty Handbook:

IV.6.1.4.3 Use of the document. The Promotion and Tenure Subcommittee will use the
document containing the guidelines as the discipline-specific interpretation of Sections
IV.6.1.1, IV.6.1.2, and IV.6.1.3 in the Faculty Handbook, and therefore use the guidelines
to evaluate the materials submitted by candidates within that discipline.

Also, please keep in mind that the Faculty Handbook (IV.6.1.4) asks that the content of the
discipline-specific guideline:

clearly articulates departmental expectations for teaching effectiveness, professional achieve-
ment, and service.

The following rubric is based on Section IV.6.1.4, Department-Specific Guidelines for Promotion and
Tenure.

Please check whether each item in the guideline is: Satisfactory, Needs Work or is Missing. Also,
please include any comments or suggestions you’d like to share with P&T.

1. Teaching Effectiveness Section.

a. Describes the department’s understanding of what constitutes teaching success both in
and out of the classroom, including attention to elements included in IV.6.1.1.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:

b. Includes a statement identifying the role of colleague observations of actual class sessions.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:
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2. Professional Achievement Section.

a. Describes appropriate disciplinary standards and expectations of what constitutes pro-
fessional achievement, including attention to elements included in IV.6.1.2.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:

b. Describes the types and expected levels of scholarship, including interdisciplinary schol-
arship.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:

c. Describes the particular kinds of public scholarly products.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:

d. Describes the types of peer review that are most common and valued within their disci-
pline.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:
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3. Service Section.

a. Defines and identifies institutional and departmental forms of service, especially those that
might be unique to the department, including attention to elements included in IV.6.1.3.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:

b. Describes forms of service both inside and outside of the college to the disciplines repre-
sented by the department.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:

4. Differentiation Between Promotion and Tenure.

a. Guidelines describe a set of clear expectations for tenure and promotion within the
discipline-specific interpretation of the standards in Section IV.6.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:

b. Guidelines differentiate between: Tenure, Promotion to Associate Professor and Promo-
tion to Full Professor.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:
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5. Review of the Document.

a. Demonstrates the guidelines are commensurate with external institutions and agencies
(such as similar institutions of higher education, professional organizations or accrediting
bodies).

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:

b. Guidelines are consistent with Linfield’s values as stated in the strategic plan.

Satisfactory Needs work Missing

Comments:


	Satisfactory: X
	Needs work: 
	Missing: 
	Comments: -These guidelines contain solid lists of teaching activities for review and examples of teaching effectiveness, but more details could be offered about how this information builds upon or provides further discipline-specific insight about the types of teaching activities enumerated in the Faculty Handbook.
	Satisfactory_2: X
	Needs work_2: 
	Missing_2: 
	Comments_2: -Very clear description of colleague observations and the types of activities that would be considered suffcient for this.-It is clear that the department expects colleague observations of the various teaching activities identified in the document. One detail that could be clarified is the frequency of colleague observations (1-year, 2-year, and 4-year meetings are mentioned, but it is not definitively stated that faculty colleagues will do observations in advance of ALL of these meetings).
	Satisfactory_3: X
	Needs work_3: 
	Missing_3: 
	Comments_3: -Yes, standards and norms were indicated, and departmental expectations were identified.  Professional activity at different ranks was addressed, and expectations for tenure/promotion to associate professor and promotion to full professor were discussed.-The lists of activities are comprehensive, and it is clear that the sheer variety of sub-disciplines within Music scholarship make this kind of listing challenging. The "tiers" are the one area that "needs work" in the sense that the amount of overlap (particularly between "Tier 1" and "Tier 2") in types of activities could create confusion for candidates and/or reviewers. For instance, is the "authoring of an article in an academic journal" (in "Tier 2") different from the "authoring an article in a peer-reviewed journal" (in "Tier 1") simply due to the lack of peer-review? If so, perhaps clarify the "Tier 2" listing by saying either "authoring of an article in a non-peer reviewed journal" or "authoring an invited or contributed article in an academic journal."
	Satisfactory_4: X
	Needs work_4: 
	Missing_4: 
	Comments_4: -A comprehensive, organized list of types and levels of scholarship are provided in this section. -Types and levels of scholarship within the discipline are described in great detail. 
	Satisfactory_5: X
	Needs work_5: 
	Missing_5: 
	Comments_5: -A very comprehensive list of the kinds of different scholarly products was described with a lot of details, which is important for such a broad field like music.-Yes, the details about particular types of products for different sub-disciplines is particularly well laid out.
	Satisfactory_6: X
	Needs work_6: 
	Missing_6: 
	Comments_6: -This was excellent, and norms for music publications and peer-review were described in detail.-Overall, yes peer review is well-described. One discipline-specific term related to peer-review that could be discussed in just a bit more detail is "juried." Particularly for colleagues from outside of the arts, more insight about the meaning of a "juried" scholarly product would be helpful.
	Satisfactory_7: X
	Needs work_7: 
	Missing_7: 
	Comments_7: -Very nicely ties types of service within the department to the Faculty Handbook standards with the table provided. Expectations and examples are given for each of the standards.  Clear distinction between tenure/promotion to associate professor and promotion to full professor are given at the end of the section.  -Yes, outstanding and comprehensive lists of departmental service activities.
	Satisfactory_8: X
	Needs work_8: 
	Missing_8: 
	Comments_8: -Again, very nicely ties service at the institutional level and outside of Linfield to the Faculty Handbook standards with departmental expecati0ns given.-External service projects are also well described. This listing should prove very helpful to candidates in preparing narrative self-appraisals in this area.
	Satisfactory_9: X
	Needs work_9: 
	Missing_9: 
	Comments_9: -This is satisfactory for the professional achievement and service sections, but needs work within the teaching effectiveness section.-The language in the document mirrors what is in the current Faculty Handbook, but it does not build upon this language in a meaningful way. There is not a clear differentiation between promotion and tenure beyond what is already in the Handbook.
	Satisfactory_10: 
	Needs work_10: X
	Missing_10: 
	Comments_10: -Point of clarification:- Tenure and promotion to associate are referenced together in later section, but it is not explicitly stated at the start of the document that these are typically obtained together.-The "evidence of ongoing peer recognition" is a good discipline-specific addition. Also, within the individual lists of teaching, professional achievement, and service activities, clear expectations for different types of achievements for promotion to Professor are included. The "continued activities in Tiers 2-3" language in the "professional achievement" section is a bit vague. The wording seems to imply "more than one," but the department might consider offering a specific number of achievements to provide more clarity for candidates and reviewers.
	Satisfactory_11: 
	Needs work_11: X
	Missing_11: 
	Comments_11: -The guidelines for professional achievement were based on those from other institutions, and the service was based on other departments at Linfield.  There was no mention of an external review, or references for the teaching effectiveness section.-"NASM Handbook" is mentioned at the beginning of the document, but it is not entirely clear to what extent information from that document or others informed the process.
	Satisfactory_12: X
	Needs work_12: 
	Missing_12: 
	Comments_12: 


